In this paper, we describe a case study of a sentence-level categorization in which tagging instructions are developed and used by four judges to classify clauses from the Wall Street Journal as either subjective or objective. Agreement among the four judges is analyzed, and, based on that analysis, each clause is given a nal classi cation. To provide empirical support for the classi cations, correlations are assessed in the data between the subjective category and a basic semantic class posited by Quirk et al. (1985) .
Introduction
It is common in Natural Language Processing (NLP) that the categories into which text is classi ed do not have fully objective de nitions. In fact, in several recent semantic tagging e orts (Miller 1990 , Ng & Lee 1996 , it has become apparent that even basic semantic distinctions such as word meanings are di cult to reliably distinguish. This paper analyzes the results of a manual tagging project, in which multiple judges are asked to classify clauses in newspaper articles as either subjective, meaning that opinions and evaluations are expressed, or objective, meaning that factual material is presented. Cohen (1960) proposed the coe cient of agreement, , for measuring the agreement between two judges. compares the actual agreement to that which would be expected if the decisions made by the judges were statistically independent (i.e., \chance agreement"). However, in looking at agreement between judges, we are often not as concerned with describing how well two particular judges agree as we are with understanding the patterns of agreement among judges, and using that knowledge to de ne a more appropriate classi cation for the tagged objects. Patterns of agreement are analyzed by tting models to the data; each model expresses a particular pattern, and the t of the model measures how well that pattern characterizes the data. Of particular interest are patterns of systematic disagreement that result from relative bias among judges. When such patterns exist, we use the latent class model (Goodman 1974) to automatically assign a bias-corrected tag to each clause in the data set. Using bias-corrected tags is one way to de ne a single best tag when there are multiple judges who disagree.
To lend empirical support for the viability of the nal classi cations, we assess correlations of the classi cations with word classes. In particular, given the theme of this special issue, we assess correlations with a fundamental adjectival semantic distinction proposed by Quirk et al. (1985) .
The Subjective and Objective Categories
We address evidentiality in text (Chafe 1986) , which concerns issues such as what is the source of information and whether information is being presented as fact or opinion. These questions are particularly important in reporting genres, in which segments presenting opinions and verbal reactions are mixed with segments presenting objective fact (van Dijk 1988) .
The judgments in this study are whether or not the primary intention of a sentence is to objectively present material that is factual to the reporter. If it is, the tag is objective. If it is not, the tag is subjective. 1 Semantics is an important aspect of this distinction, as subjectivity is part of the meaning of many words. For example, fascinating implies evaluation (Hatzivassiloglou & McKeown 1997) and insist implies that opinions are being expressed (Bergler 1992) .
We focus on sentences about private states, such as belief, knowledge, emotions, etc. (Quirk et al. 1985) , and sentences about speech events, such as speaking and writing. Such sentences may be either subjective or objective. Subjective speechevent (or private-state) sentences are used to communicate the speaker's evaluations, opinions, emotions, and speculations. The primary intention of objective speech-event (and private-state) sentences, on the other hand, is to objectively communicate material that is factual to the reporter.
Following are examples of subjective and objective sentences: 1. At several di erent levels, it's a fascinating tale. Evaluative subjective sentence. 2. Bell Industries Inc. increased its quarterly to 10 cents from seven cents a share. Objective sentence. 3. Northwest Airlines settled the remaining lawsuits led on behalf of 156 people killed in a 1987 crash, but claims against the jetliner's maker are being pursued, a federal judge said. Objective speech-event sentence; the judge is a source of factual information. 4. The South African Broadcasting Corp. said the song \Freedom Now" was \undesirable for broadcasting." Subjective speech-event sentence.
In sentence 4., there is no uncertainty or evaluation expressed toward the speaking event. Thus, from one point of view, one might have considered this sentence to be objective. However, the object of the sentence is not presented as material that is factual to the reporter, so the sentence is classi ed as subjective.
Subjective and objective categories are potentially important for text processing applications, such as information extraction and information retrieval, where the evidential status of information is important. In generation and machine translation, it is desirable to generate text that is appropriately subjective or objective (Hovy 1987) . In summarization, subjectivity judgments could be included in document pro les, to augment automatically produced document summaries, and to help the user make relevance judgments when using a search engine. In addition, they would be useful in text classi cation. In related work (Wiebe et al. in preparation) , we found that article types, such as announcement and opinion piece, are signi cantly correlated with subjective and objective classi cation.
The Annotation Study
The corpus used in this study consists of 14 articles, included in their entirety, randomly chosen from the Wall Street Journal Treebank Corpus (Marcus et al. 1993) . A subjectivity tag is assigned to each non-compound sentence and to each conjunct of each compound sentence. Sentence segmentation is performed manually before the judges receive the data. There are a total of 504 separate clauses to which subjectivity tags are assigned. Four human judges participate in the study, assigning subjectivity tags independently of one another.
The instructions given to the judges are brief, and were developed without prior experimentation. They are available on the World Wide Web at http://www.cs.nmsu.edu/~wiebe/projects. The judges are asked to classify the clauses as subjective or objective, and to assess their uncertainty on a scale of 1 to 4, with 4 being the most uncertain.
The four judges participating in the study, referred to as B, D, M and J, are of varying backgrounds. Judges J and B, the rst two authors of this paper, are NLP researchers. Judge M is an undergraduate computer science student, and judge D has no background in computer science or linguistics. Judge J, with help from M, developed the coding instructions.
Figures 1a through 1c present three di erent organizations of the data for two judges, judges J and D. Square contingency tables depicting the correspondence between competing classi cations of the same data, such as those in Figure 1 , are also called confusion matrices. Figure 1a depicts subjectivity classi cations without considering the uncertainty ratings. In Figure 1b , ratings 1 and 2 are combined and ratings 3 and 4 are combined. In Figure 1c In the tables, rows correspond to the categories assigned by the rst judge and columns correspond to the categories assigned by the second judge. Let n ij denote the number of clauses that judge one classi es as i and judge two classi es as j.
We can see that all tables show evidence of confusion among the classi cations. For example, in Figure 1a , the marginal totals, n i+ and n +j , show that judge J has a higher preference for the subjective category than does judge D. In Figures 1b and  1c , we also see that judge D never feels uncertain when assigning the subjective category. These biases are one aspect of agreement (or the lack of it) among judges.
Judge 2 = J Subj1 Subj2 Subj3 Subj4 Obj4 Obj3 Obj2 Obj1 The techniques we present for the analysis of agreement are appropriate for category classi cations assigned to multiple objects (in this case, clauses) by two judges. 2 We analyze the agreement among all four judges by evaluating the agreement between all pair-wise combinations of the judges. We study the interchangeability of judges using the model for symmetry, and we study bias using the model for marginal homogeneity. The models of quasi-symmetry and quasi-independence are used to study patterns of disagreement. In addition, Correspondence Analysis is used to visualize these patterns. Each of the models described above is formulated to enforce hypothesized constraints on the counts in the contingency table. The degree to which the data is approximated by the counts formulated via the model is called the t of the model. In this work, the t of each model is reported in terms of the likelihood ratio statistic, G 2 , which measures the di erence between the counts hypothesized by a model (i.e., the expected counts) and the actual counts (Bishop et al. 1975 ):
where n ij is the actual count in cell ij of a contingency table (see Figure 1) , and e ij is the expected count based on the model. The higher the G 2 value, the poorer the t of the model. We will consider model t to be acceptable if its reference signi cance level is greater than 0.01 (i.e., if there is greater than a 1% probability that the data sample was randomly selected from a population described by the model). In keeping with large sample approximations, the 2 distribution is used to establish the signi cance of G 2 , and we exclusively use maximum likelihood estimates of model parameters.
All of the models discussed in this paper can be evaluated using the free-ware package CoCo which was developed by Badsberg (1995) and is available at http://web.math.auc.dk/~jhb/CoCo. The software required to perform Correspondence Analysis is also freely available through the StatLib repository at http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/multi/cor.
Cohen's
If we let p ii be the probability that the judges will agree that a randomly selected clause is classi ed as i, then P i p ii is the total probability of agreement across all categories. p ii can be estimated as nii n++ (a maximum likelihood estimate), and the total probability of agreement can be estimated as
n++ , where n ++ = P ij n ij = 504. Cohen's (1960) compares the total probability of agreement to that expected if the ratings were statistically independent (i.e., \chance agreement"). That value is then normalized by the maximum possible level of agreement given the marginal (2) is 0 when agreement is that expected by chance, and 1.0 when agreement is perfect. It is less than 0 when agreement is less than that expected by chance, i.e., when there is negative correlation.
An extension of for the case of three or more judges is presented in Davies and Fleiss (1982) and used in this study: 
Where: I and J are the number of objects (i.e., clauses) and judges, respectively; n ic is the number of judges who assign category c to clause i; p cj is the probability of judge j assigning category c; and, p c is the overall probability of assigning category c (i.e., p cj averaged across all judges).
We As can be seen in both gures, the agreement among judges is clearly greater than that which would be expected by chance, although it is not as strong as we would like. In Figure 2 , we see that there are no signi cant di erences in the values for all pair-wise combinations of the judges. This indicates that no judge is signicantly less likely to agree with the others. Also note that the agreement degenerates when the certainty factors are considered, with the aggregate representation used in the four-category con guration showing better agreement than the ne-grained representation used in the eight-category con guration. The inconsistency in the use of certainty factors among the judges is most clearly captured by the extended values for single categories. As can be seen for the eight-category con guration in Figure 3 , the agreement among the four judges is highest when the judges feel most certain of their classi cation (either subjective or objective) and lowest when they feel most uncertain of the objective category. In fact, the two lowest kappa values are less than zero, indicating a negative correlation in the way the judges assign these classi cations.
Analyzing Patterns of Agreement
In a classi cation experiment, the two judges are assumed to classify any given usage independently, but it is clear in the formulation of that we expect the data to exhibit dependence, i.e.,p ij 6 =p i+ p +j . We can produce a graphical display of the dependence (i.e., correlation) between pairs of judges using Correspondence Analysis (Greenacre 1984) . Correspondence Analysis is a way of visualizing the residuals from the model for independence, that is, visualizing the patterns in a table of counts that cannot be explained by the model for independence. Figures 4 through 9 are graphical representations of the correlations in the categories assigned by each pair of judges for the four-category data con guration.
Each gure corresponds to a contingency table such as Figure 1b and depicts the row and column pro les for that table in a two-dimensional space. A pro le is a set of percentages representing the distribution of counts in a row or column. For example, the pro le for row 1 in Figure 1b, i.e., judge D assigning category Subj 1;2 , is the vector containing the elements p 1j =p 1+ , for all j. In Correspondence Analysis, row and column pro les are transformed into points in a two-dimensional space via a singular value decomposition.
When Correspondence Analysis is applied to a confusion matrix, we are particularly interested in the relationship between the pro le points for row i and column i, for example, the pro le points for the Subj 1;2 row and the Subj 1;2 column in Figure 1b . The smaller the distance between the row i and column i points, the 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:000 0:502 0:000 Figure 10 : Tests for Patterns of Agreement fairly interchangeability on Subj 1;2 , and two of the three pairs of judges responding similarly for Subj 3;4 (judge D never used this category). The correspondence between judges is also strong for the Obj 1;2 category, but it is bad for the Obj 3;4 category. These ndings are consistent with the values presented in Figure 3 . It also appears that the overall dispersion of pro le points is lowest when comparing judges D and M. Again, this agrees with the values in Figure 2 , which show the highest agreement for judges D and M. Although the graphical displays described above are useful in identifying patterns of agreement, it is di cult to ascertain when a pattern is signi cant using this approach. In the sections below, we use a series of models to identify signi cant patterns of agreement among the judges. We begin with the most restrictive model, the model for symmetry measuring the interchangeability of judges.
No Observer Di erences (Symmetry)
The hypothesis of no di erence between two judges is the hypothesis of complete symmetry, that is,p ij =p ji orp iĵ pji = 1 for all i; j. If this ratio equals one for all i; j, then it follows that the observers' interpretations are indistinguishable (Darroch & McCloud 1986) . Figure 10 lists the G 2 values and their signi cance for all pair-wise combinations of the judges for the four-category and eight-category data con gurations. The two-category data con guration is not included in Figure 10 because 2x2 tables have only one degree of freedom available for measuring agreement. As a result, model t cannot be assessed for these tables. For 2-dimensional tables larger than 2x2, CoCo can be used to t the model of symmetry as described on pages 283-284 of Bishop et al. (1975) .
As can be seen in Figure 10 in the rows labeled Sym, none of the judges can be considered interchangeable. Although all the G 2 values are too large to be significant, they are smallest for pairs D, M and B, M, indicating the most similarity, and largest for pair D, J, indicating the least similarity.
Observer Di erences (Bias)
Complete symmetry implies marginal symmetry, that is,p i+ =p +i . Bias of one judge relative to another is evidenced as a discrepancy between these marginal distributions. Bias is measured by testing the t of the model for marginal homogeneity:p i+ =p +i for all i. The larger the G 2 value, the greater the bias. The G 2 value for this model is the di erence between the G 2 values of the models for symmetry and quasi-symmetry, which are assessed as described in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 of this paper, respectively (see Bishop et al. 1975, pp. 293-294) .
As shown in the row labeled M: H: in Figure 10 , all judges exhibit signi cant bias, that is, the t of the model for marginal homogeneity is not signi cant for any pair of judges. The G 2 values for marginal homogeneity parallel those for symmetry: the di erence in opinion due to bias is greatest between judges D and J, and least for judges D and M (although it is still not small).
Patterns of Disagreement

Quasi-Symmetry
Judges who show a relative bias are not interchangeable, but their judgments may still be correlated. This correlation does not manifest itself as agreement because of the relative bias. As an extreme example, judge one may assign the subjective category whenever judge two assigns the objective category. In this example, there is a kind of symmetry in the judges' responses, but their agreement would be low. Patterns of symmetric disagreement can be identi ed using the model for quasi-symmetry. This model constrains the o -diagonal counts, i.e., the counts that correspond to disagreement. It states that these counts are the product of a table for independence and a symmetric table, n ij = i+ +j ij , such that ij = ji .
In this formula, i+ +j is the model for independence and ij is the symmetric interaction term. Intuitively, ij represents the di erence between the actual counts and those predicted by independence. This model can be evaluated using CoCo as described on pages 289-290 of Bishop et al. (1975) .
Another view of the model for quasi-symmetry is as a test for bias-corrected interchangeability, because, as stated above in section 4.2.2, the G 2 value for symmetry is the sum of the G 2 values for quasi-symmetry and marginal-homogeneity.
This implies that the di erence between the t of the model for symmetry and that of quasi-symmetry results from bias.
As shown in Figure 10 in the row labeled Q: S:, the t of this model is significant for all tables in the four-category data con guration and all but one table in the eight-category data con guration. Although the signi cance level of table J/M in the eight-category con guration is slightly less than our pre-selected cuto , the overall results indicate a strong pattern of symmetric disagreement among A Case Study in Manual Tagging 11 the judges.
Quasi-Independence
Symmetric disagreement does not exclude the possibility of independent decisions on the part of judges when they disagree|independence is a symmetric pattern of disagreement. The model of quasi-independence holds when, given that the judges disagree, their judgments are independent. The model is de ned as:p ij =p i+ p +j for i 6 = j. It can be evaluated using CoCo as described on pages 178-180 of Bishop et al. (1975) . In combination, the tests for quasi-symmetry and quasi-independence can be used to identify patterns of association in the judges' disagreements; that is, when disagreements are symmetric but not independent there is evidence of association. With the exception of table D/M in both the four-and eight-category data con gurations (and to a much lesser extent table D/J in the four-category data con guration), these tables show no indication of independent disagreement. In combination with the tests for quasi-symmetry these results indicate that, as a group, these judges exhibit a strong pattern of association in their disagreements.
Summary of Agreement
In this case study, we consider a number of di erent measures and tests for identifying patterns of agreement among the judges. We use to measure agreement and nd that the agreement among judges is greater than that expected by chance, but, when viewed on a per category basis, the agreement is low when the judges feel uncertain of their classi cations. Indeed, there is evidence of negative correlation among the judges when they are uncertain of the objective category. This same picture of agreement is presented graphically with correspondence analysis.
We obtain a more detailed understanding of the patterns of agreement through a process of tting various models to the data. Through this process, we nd that none of the judges can be considered to be interchangeable, largely because of di erent biases on the part of each judge. If these biases could be identi ed and corrected, agreement should be high due to the strong pattern of association in o -diagonal counts.
In the next section, we describe a procedure for clustering the tagged clauses based on the patterns of agreement exhibited by the judges. We demonstrate that this procedure can be used to assign a bias-corrected category to each clause.
Latent Class Analysis
The latent class model, rst introduced by Lazarsfeld (1996) , posits an unobserved (latent) variable to explain the associations, i.e., correlations, among a set of observed variables. A computationally e cient procedure for tting the model to discrete data was later developed by Goodman (1974) . The tting procedure is a specialization of the EM algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) , which is implemented in the free-ware program CoCo (Badsberg 1995) . Since its development, the latent class model has been widely applied and is the underlying model in various unsupervised machine learning algorithms, including AutoClass (Cheeseman & Stutz 1996) .
The form of the latent class model is that of Naive Bayes: the observed variables are all conditionally independent of one another, given the value of the latent variable. The latent variable represents the true state of the object, and is the source of the association among the observed variables.
As applied here, the observed variables are the classi cations assigned by the judges. Let B, D, J, and M be these variables, and let L be the latent variable.
Then, the latent class model is:
The parameters of the model are fp(b; l); p(d; l); p(j; l); p(m; l)p(l)g. Once estimates of these parameters are obtained, each clause can be assigned the most probable latent category given the tags assigned by the judges. The EM algorithm takes as input the number of latent categories hypothesized,
i.e., the number of values of L, and produces estimates of the parameters. For a description of this process, see Goodman (1974) , Dawid & Skene (1979) , or Pedersen & Bruce (1997) . Three di erent versions of the latent class model, each specifying a di erent number of latent categories, are considered: the two-category, the three-category and the four-category latent class models. The models are applied to all three data con gurations. In all cases, the model contains ve variables; the di erences among them are in the number of values that the variables have. For example, when the two-category latent class model is applied to the two-category data con guration, both the observed variables and the latent variable have two values, but when the same latent class model is applied to the four-category data con guration, the number of values of each observed variable is four. All combinations of model and data con guration were evaluated, except the two-category data con guration with the four-category latent class model, due to insu cient degrees of freedom.
For all data con gurations, the two-category latent class model not only ts the data well, as measured by G 2 , but also has the following unique property. The agreement among the latent categories is high: when measured using the Davies and Fleiss extension of , the agreement among the latent categories assigned to the three di erent data con gurations is 0:904. In addition, for the two-category data con guration, the agreement between latent categories and the majority tag is = 0:915. As a result of the above analysis, we de ne the nal classi cations to be the latent categories assigned by the two-category latent class model when applied to the twocategory data con guration. In the remainder of this section, we demonstrate that these categories can be thought of as bias-corrected versions of the judges' original classi cations.
The close agreement between the latent tag and the majority tag is as expected. The bias of an individual judge typically manifests itself as a deviation from the majority opinion. (It is this behavior that is responsible for the success of the various approaches to combining the output of multiple classi ers to formulate a single classi cation.) Therefore, a bias-corrected tag would typically match the majority tag.
Additional evidence supporting the interpretation of latent tags as bias-corrected tags can be found in Figures 11 and 12 . Figure 11 gives the percentage of clauses assigned to each category by the four judges, the majority classi er, and the latent classi er. Figures 12a through 12d are confusion matrices in which the cell entries are probabilities instead of counts. The biases of the individual judges are demonstrated in Figure 11 and the corrections provided by the latent classi cations are evident in Figure 12 . For example, in Figure 11 , we see that judge B prefers the subjective category while judge D shows a preference for the objective category. In Figure 12a , there is an 11% probability (i.e., 0:070=(0:070 + 0:545) that a clause classi ed as subjective by judge B will be reclassi ed as objective by the latent classi er, while there is only an 8.5% probability of a comparable reclassi cation when judge B assigns the objective category. This is in contrast to Figure 12b , where there is a 25.8% probability that a clause classi ed as objective by judge D will be reclassi ed as subjective by the latent classi er, but only a 0.01% probability of a comparable reclassi cation when judge D assigns the subjective category.
A Semantic Correlation with the Subjective Category
In this section, we provide empirical support for the classi cations by demonstrating correlations between the subjective category and a basic semantic class posited by Quirk et al. (1985) . G 2 is the statistical tool used in this section. In this phase of the study, we use G 2 to assess how strongly features are correlated with the subjective category.
Speci cally, we represent the subjectivity classi cation with one binary variable and introduce a second binary variable to represent the presence or absence of the feature being studied. G 2 is used to assess how well the model for independence between the two variables ts the data. We can reject the model of independence for a 2x2 table if the G 2 value is over 11. The higher the G 2 value, the more strongly correlated we will consider the variables to be.
We consider semantic classes of adjectives, because, in a preliminary investigation, To identify the more prototypical dynamic adjectives, we add a syntactic test: the dynamic meaning must be retained when the adjective is used to pre-modify a noun. For example, \the careful man" retains the quality of control cited by Quirk et al., but \the important man" and the \suburban man" do not, at least out of context. We apply the above syntactic tests to all adjectives that appear in the corpus, and identify the ones that have core dynamic meanings (let this set be D). We do not include adjectives we feel are marginal. We then assess their correlation with the subjective category. Speci cally, the variable representing dynamic adjectives is 1 if there is one or more instance of D in the clause, and 0, otherwise. (Dynamic and stative uses are not manually annotated.) As shown in Table 3 , this class has a higher G 2 value than the class of adjectives as a whole. 3 The complement of this class, i.e., the class of all other adjectives that appear in the corpus, has a G 2 value more than 10 points lower than the class of adjectives as a whole. These results suggest that we have isolated some of the more subjective adjectives in the corpus, and that subjectivity is part of the semantics of dynamic adjectives.
POS
Conclusion
There is increasing awareness of the need to manage the uncertainty inherent in semantic classi cations. We have presented procedures that can be used to analyze and re ne any classi cation system that makes use of nominal categories. These techniques can be used to study and improve the reliability of human judgments as well as to re ne classi cations that are applied automatically.
